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December 
17 

F.C. twins 

successfully 

caught, tagged, 

and released! 

 

Dec-Jan 
 29-8 

PrimatesPeru is 

on holiday 

 

January 
8 

Project resumes 

in full force with 

four more field 

assistants 

 

Photographed by Iona Hawken 

Can you say adorable 

Month number 2 of PrimatesPeru has been our busiest 

yet!  Keeping up with the F.C. and surveying all the 

other attention-starved saddleback groups in and 

around CICRA has been a challenge for three people, 

to say the least.   Fortunately, December has been a 

lovely month with cool rain and festivities to keep us 

alive, plus, worries of indefinite gold miner strikes are 

gone! 
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The Tamandua  
Order: Pilosa 
Family: Myrmecophagidae 
And suborder Vermilingua – dying to 
see if that’s true! 
 
There are two species of tamandua of 
which we have one: Tamandua 
tetradactylus.  
 
Tamanduas are one of the more 
interesting creatures in the rainforest. 
Why, you ask? 
No teeth. A snout with an opening at 
the end that a pencil could just about 
fit in. A sticky tongue. A digestive 
system that depends on gizzards and no 
mastication whatsoever.  
 
They also have partially prehensile tails, 
making us all very jealous – a tail is THE 
thing to have in the rainforest! 
 
They have sharp claws on their forefeet that they will use as a defense 
when provoked. They do best in the trees because these curved claws will 
puncture their palms when they walk on the ground! They also have a very 
stinky scent gland that they use to deter predators. 
 
Traditional uses of the tamandua are (and these remain unconfirmed) as a 
pet that gets rid of ants and insects in homes, and a source of tendons 
from the tail that are strong enough to be made into rope!! 
 
 
 
 
 

The Featured Creature 
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PrimatesPeru Health-list 
Here’s the tally for the month, not including 

mosquitoes. 

All Bets Are In 

The F. C. 

 

Mini 

41 Chigger 

Bites 

0 Bott flies 

1 Fire Ant 

Attack  

0 Bullet Ants 

 

 

Rhea 

75 Chigger Bites 

1 Bott Fly 

4 Fire Ant Attack 

1 Bullet Ant Bite 

1 Sweat Bee 

Attack 

 

 

Gideon 

100 Chigger Bites 

0 Bott flies 

0 Bullet Ant Bites 

1 Ant attack  

 

 

 

By now you should be well acquainted with 

the F.C. family.  Evie, Tarushi, Barnaby, 

Tarun, and GBY have been up to their usual 
tasks of grooming and terrorizing every large 

insect between the Rio Madre de Dios and 

Los Amigos Rivers.  Mina and Lydia have 
not been slackers either, these two have 

transformed from utterly dependent mama’s 

and papa’s girls to wide-eyed and bouncy 
toddlers.  And speaking of mamas and papas, 

the true identity of this twosome’s parents are 

quite possibly the hottest topics of 
conversation to hit PrimatesPeru in a long 

time.  We’ve all placed our bets on whom the 

parents of Mina and Lydia are, and without 
genetic testing, we still can’t reach a 

consensus.  Thus, we’ve decided to use one 

of our lifelines to solve this mystery and poll 
the crowd (that’s you, our readers!), so as to remove any observer bias.  So please 

take the following facts into consideration and let us know whom you think the 

parents of the twins are! Once all the bets are in, we’ll take the average and 
compare it to the results of genetic screening later on. 
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Anecdotal facts 
 

Evie (or RC) is the biggest and heaviest adult female in the group, by approximately 

100g.  Her behaviors are more or less limited to feeding and being groomed.  In fact, 
when we first started observing Evie we thought for sure that she was the alpha female.  

She almost never groomed anyone else in the group, despite getting the most grooming 

attention.   Since the birth of Mina and Lydia, Evie has seemed the least interested in the 
infants.  She almost never carries them, or grooms them, or even sits close to them.  

Instead, she spends most of her time foraging, and periodically comes back to regroup 

with the troop.  On the first several occasions when Evie held the infants she seemed 
very annoyed with them, and quickly shoved them onto someone else or even moved 

away.  She also has had several failed attempts at taking the infants from others.  

However, as time goes by, she seems to be comfortable holding the twins and even 
carrying them a little ways.  The twins certainly seem to have taken to Evie throughout 

their short lives, even lunging at her when she passes by. 

 

Tarushi (or GPG) is the other female in the group, significantly smaller than Evie, but 

one with a larger-than-life presence.  In terms of female holding time of the twins, she 
dominates, and is typically one to return and hold them when some kind of struggle or 

crying arises.  Furthermore, Tarushi has been seen on several occasions holding the 

infants on her front side as though she were breast-feeding.  Tarushi is a very fierce guard 
when the group is intruded by a foreign saddleback or emperor tamarin and is usually 

one of the first to chase the invader away. 

 

Barnaby (or GBW) is a young adult male that evaded us for a very long time.  Before the 

twins, Barnaby would come to our traps like everyone else but would reach through the 

sides and steal the bananas.  He would then proceed to munch on the bananas, while 

looking at his peers inside the trap.  From this we inferred that perhaps this fellow was 
an important male, a father figure in the group that kept watch while everyone else ate in 

wondrous oblivion.  Once the twins came, Barnaby proved even more cunning by taking 

hold of them before the group approached a trap and holding them safely out of harm’s 
way – often forgoing a taste of the bananas altogether.  More and more, Barnaby has 

become one of the dominant twin carriers in the group. 

 

Tarun (or GBR) is across the board the most dominant twin carrier of the F.C.  Before 

the twins arrived, we knew him as the “Great Houdini” for his amazingly ability to 

escape from our traps after only 5 or 10 minutes.  In fact, Tarun should get full credit for 

the new, inescapable version of our traps, since he was the one who defeated all three 
previous versions.  Once the twins arrived, Tarun claimed his role of central twin carrier 

The F. C. 
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with authority.  He spent entire days holding the twins, allowing them out of his sight 

only for quick forage or two.  Similar to Tarushi, Tarun would return whenever a twin 

squabble or protest was heard, and often prevent his peers from taking the twins off of 

his hands.  On one occasion when Tarushi with the twins was approached by a foreign 
saddleback, Tarun jumped in between them and smacked the foreigner to the next tree 

over! 
 

GBY is one of the biggest wildcards in the group.  He has yet to really define himself in 

any one particular way like his peers, but occasionally he emerges onto the scene in 
spectacular fashion.  Before the twins arrived he was always one of the first to enter our 

traps and one of the last to leave.  The arrival of the twins hasn’t changed this much!  

During the first several weeks of the twins’ presence, GBY would carry them off and 
on, but his carrying times have dropped recently.  That said, though GBY doesn’t carry 

as much as the other males, he’s always noticeably resting very close by. For example, 

now that the twins are sometimes left alone on the branches, GBY is usually the one 
who stays nearby and keeps a watchful eye over them while others forage or groom.  

He also rises to the occasion and takes responsibility in desperate situations.  On one 

very memorable occasion, Mina fell off the backside of GPG and landed on the forest 
floor.  After a period in which the whole group looked down in worry but dared not 

approach the floor, GBY dived down as others started to leave, swept up the frightened 

Mina, and rushed after the group. 
 

Empirical Facts 
 
This graph below depicts the combined percent carrying and holding time of one or 

both of the 

infants by each 
member of the 

F.C. group 

between 
11/21/09 and 

12/17/09.  

Approximately 
90 hours of in-

sight 

observation 
provided the 

data for these 

figures. 

The F. C. 
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The scan sample data below gives you an idea of how the individuals are spending their 

time, regardless of what the twins are doing or who they are with.  These observations are 
taken every 10 minutes, to determine what each individual is doing at that exact moment 

in time.  Observations are usually limited to resting, moving, foraging, grooming, being 

groomed, and out of sight. 

 

 
 

The challenge 
 

Now that you have heard our stories and glimpsed a good sample of our data, we hope you 
will put your deductive reasoning abilities to the test.  If you would please send an email to 

PrimatesPeru@gmail.com, under the subject heading “All bets are in,” with your best 

guess of who is the true mother and father of Lydia and Mina, we will make these bets into 
a chart that will be included in the January newsletter.  Once we return and accomplish 

genetic screening, we will send out the results along with these New Year predictions. 

The F. C. 
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Our team records Global Satellite Positioning (GPS) data for virtually everything that we 
do.  GPS data is vital resource to our project for several reasons including determining 

saddleback home ranges, travel routes, resting areas, group overlap, and interactions with 

other primates.  We thought that you might enjoy seeing our GPS data in action, and 
below are a variety of pictures to illustrate its importance and versatility.  Special thanks 

goes to our principal investigator, Mini, who has spent hours making these images 

pleasing and intelligible to the layperson’s eye. 
 
Figure 1. Group Daily Follows 

What you see here is a map of the area around the CICRA field station which has first 
been overlaid with our trail system and second with daily follows of many groups in 

relative proximity to the field station. The river on the bottom-left side of the map is the 

Rio Madre de Dios and the small section of blue in the upper-right is the Los Amigos 
River.  The large labels that you see are the names of several trails that we use on frequent 

basis.  The large black dots represent the confluence of two trails.  The very colorful 

squiggly lines represent the tracks of different groups that we follow. The largest and 
thickest yellow track that rests near the Rio Madre de Dios represents GPS data of daily 

F.C. follows. 
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Figure 2 - Home Ranges and 

Group Overlap 

This image is an uncluttered 

version of Figure 1 that 
illustrates more clearly group 

home ranges and areas of 

overlap.  What you see here are 
the extremities to which each 

group has been seen in a 

particular area of the jungle.  
This is important information for 

several reasons.  For example, 

when group dispersal takes 
place, we can potentially 

anticipate to which neighboring 

groups individuals have gone. 
 

 
Figure 3 – Density Map of FC 

Group 

This image pertains only to the 

FC group and indicates areas 

where the group has spent a 
prolonged time during daylight 

hours.  This type of information 

is created by aggregating all GPS 
data points from a particular 

area, and converting them into a 

color gradient that indicates 
density; the more dense the color 

the more time that FC has been 

observed in an area.  The green 
trees on this map are places 

where we have found a specific 

resting tree, and the “s” inside a 
yellow circle represents specific 

sleeping trees.  As you can see by 

the levels of density, the FC 
group rarely rests in the same 

areas that it sleeps. 
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A how-to section on coping with botflies from our resident expert Rhea Mac 

 
1. What is a bott fly? - A bottfly is a hairy fly whose larvae are deposited into you by 

a mosquito. The fly grows and uses you as a host. It bites around under your skin and 
sticks a spiracle out to breathe. 

 
2. What does a 
bott fly feel like? 
How do I know if I 
have one? - You 

don't notice it until it 
gets pretty big. You feel 
like something is 
moving around & 
tickling you, while 
sending little electric 
shocks and pokes to the 
area. Monitor any 
bumps on your body 
that are there for longer 
than 10 days, and that 
increase in size and 
firmness as time elapses. If the bite is in an area you cannot see, ask someone else to 
look at it for you. I knew I had a bottfly because Mini looked at the bite and saw the 
spiracle poking through. 

 
3. Can I die from a bottfly? - NO!! Although they are extremely uncomfortable and 

a total inconvenience, bott flies can't kill you! 

 
4. Where was my bottfly? - My bottfly was on the back of my neck. Definitely not a 

preferable location. First off, I couldn't see it! If something is using me as a host, I at least 
want to be able to see what it is! It is just common courtesy to introduce yourself to your 
host/housemate! Secondly, I couldn't look up! We are constantly looking up while following 
the tamarins. If the bott fly wanted to live and grow in me, it should at least have chosen a 
location that was convenient to us both.  
 

5. How did my relationship with the bottfly end? - We managed to 

suffocate it out of my body! It was quite the process. The best way to end the relationship 
is to suffocate it! The bottfly breathes by biting a hole through its point of entry into your 
body. It then pokes a spiracle through the hole to get air. If you cut off the air supply to the 
spiracle, the bottfly is forced to come out in an attempt to find more air. There are 3 well-
known and effective methods for doing this. (1) Place duct tape over the hole. 

How-To Bottfly 
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Wait three hours. Uncover the duct tape and POOF, the bottfly is out of your 
body and onto the tape! This method was ineffective for me. The bottfly was in such a spot 
that we could not get the tape to block all the air. You cannot help but move your neck, 
thus the tape loosens in two places, and lets air in. (2) Smoke a cigarette and blow the 
smoke out onto your hand, repeatedly. Use a cotton swab and rub it over the area where 
you blew the smoke out, in an attempt to gather all the nicotine. Rub the nicotine swab 
over the botfly bite. The nicotine will suffocate the botfly out of the hole. However, 
cigarettes are an essential part of this procedure. We had no cigarettes at the station, 
because none of us smoke. (3) Use a clear substance, such as nail polish or petroleum 
jelly, to block the hole. Mini continually put clear nail polish over the bite. After awhile it 
created a thick layer. The biting got more intense, as the bottfly was struggling. Finally, the 
bottfly came through the hole and was caught between the layer of skin and clear nail 
polish! Hooray! Victory was mine!  
 
 

6. Bottfly tips! - All in all, the bottfly was a fun adventure and the wound is still healing 

two weeks later. It is just a hard bump now. It took about two days for the wound to close 
up. The whole incident really wasn't that bad! More than anything, it was just very 
uncomfortable. A few tips... (1) DON'T PANIC!! It won't help anything. Just embrace the 
experience and enjoy it. It will definitely be one for the books! (2) Do NOT attempt to pull 
the botfly out while it is alive. Be patient. If you pull it out while it's alive, you will only get 
half of it. It will manage to dig its hairs further into you, gripping your body tighter. (3) Every 
bite is not a bottfly! Many people think any bump that lasts longer than three days is a 
bottfly. After running around in the jungle, you are bound to notice a variety of bumps and 
bites on your body. All of them are not bottflies! Be vigilant about monitoring the bites on 
your body. But not so 
vigilant that it becomes 
incapacitating. If you 
obsess over every single 
bite, you will drive yourself 
crazy! (4) Make sure to 
note the bites that grow 
for more than a week! Just 
as over vigilance is bane, 
so is under vigilance. Do 
not ignore every bite on 
your body. Look them 
over, at least once! (5) 
Have fun! It's a jungle out 
here! Embrace every 
experience as a new 
adventure, and I promise 
you will survive! Run with it! 

 

How-To Bottfly 
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